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Abstract
The United States’ Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) program has deployed a polarimetric upgrade to
the WSR-88D network radars. This modification provides new base variables to the operational community and has
opened exciting new possibilities for improved forecasts and warnings. One variable in particular, differential
reflectivity (ZDR), is critically important to improved precipitation estimates and hydrometeor classification.
However, the quality of the differential reflectivity estimate is highly dependent on the removal of biases induced by
the radar system hardware. These biases must be measured to an uncertainty of 0.1 dB in order to obtain maximum
benefit from the polarimetric data and meteorological algorithms.
This paper will review the engineering challenges being faced in our efforts to further improve the calibration of
the WSR-88D to the required level of accuracy focusing on the use of microwave hardware measurements and solar
scans. We also offer some rules, or guides, to foster successful calibration system design and implementation.
1 Introduction
A joint US government and contractor team completed deployment of the polarimetric upgrade to the United
States’ Next Generation Doppler weather radar network (NEXRAD) in the Spring of 2013. The dual polarization
version of the US network had been under consideration since the 1980’s, and at that time researchers were aware of
the potential measurement accuracy requirements (Sirmans, 1984). Since deployment activities began, scientists
and engineers at the ROC have been monitoring network performance, estimating differential reflectivity bias and
assisting site personnel as problems have been discovered. This paper describes efforts at the ROC to develop
methods for estimating the bias errors and will address potential improvements to the calibration process.
The concept of measuring radar returns from precipitation at orthogonal polarizations dates back to the 1970’s.
At that time, researchers were already considering the effects of errors on the usefulness of polarimetric data. Seliga
and Bringi (1976) described the sensitivity of rain rate distribution parameters to the radar measurement error. They
provided uncertainty estimates related to ZDR measurement errors of 0.2 dB and 0.5 dB, noting that they felt these
error bounds were reasonable since ZDR is a differential measurement. With this study, Seliga and Bringi
established the initial range of requirements for ZDR uncertainty. As was determined, the desired accuracy evolved
into a need for uncertainties of 0.1 dB or less. Meeting this need has been quite a challenge for the design and
implementation of operational systems.
Accurate calibration of the new hardware is essential for the NEXRAD community to gain maximum benefit
from use of the new polarimetric variables. The most critical parameter is differential reflectivity (ZDR), which is
derived from the ratio of return powers in the horizontal and vertical channels. In order to retrieve the intrinsic, or
true, measure of ZDR, the contribution of the radar hardware itself to this power ratio must be removed. This
contribution, or bias, originates from several components of the radar. There can be an imbalance in the transmitted
powers, i.e. the horizontal and vertical components of the divided transmitter power may not be equal. The gains of
the antenna in the horizontal and vertical paths may not be exactly the same, and finally, the two receiver channels
will likely not exhibit the same overall gain and will generate different levels of electronic noise. The receiver
channel gain imbalance is a particularly challenging aspect since the performance of the two channels can vary
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considerably over time, as a function of temperature for example. Measuring the receiver bias once with a high
degree of precision is insufficient. The receivers must be tested on a frequent basis in order to maintain system
calibration.
Accurately determining the biases related to the horizontal and vertical channels in all these subsystems
constitutes the process of differential reflectivity calibration. This paper reviews the ZDR calibration methods
provided in the initial design and development of the upgrade and provides descriptions and status of development
for the current projects underway at the WSR-88D Radar Operations Center (ROC), the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL). These partners are actively
pursuing new methods of monitoring the state of ZDR calibration in the network, and are developing modifications to
the calibration process in order to provide the necessary accuracy. ROC and NSSL teams have developed methods
for estimating errors using external targets such as rain, dry snow and Bragg scatter (Zittel, 2014; Hoban, 2014;
Cunningham, 2013). The ROC and NCAR are implementing an external method based on the use of cross
polarization power returned from ground clutter (Ice, 2013; Meymaris, 2013; Hubbert, 2003, 2012).
This paper further reviews the benefits of associated with maintaining a good calibration state in the WSR-88D.
These challenges can be met with a combination of engineering calibration improvements and external target
monitoring.

2 Motivation – Why Calibrate?
As mentioned above, researchers recognized early that accurate measurements of the differential power would be
critical to the success of polarimetric weather radar. Of course, requirements for accurate measurements are not
exclusive to polarimetric radars. For non-polarimetric radars, precipitation estimation algorithms were primarily
based on reflectivity. The traditional requirement for the uncertainty in the reflectivity estimate (dBz; Smith, 2010)
is 1.0 dBz (Ice, 2005; Sirmans, 1992). This is the level of accuracy needed to obtain acceptable rainfall rate
accuracy. While the original WSR-88D hardware and software was believed to be capable of calibration to this
requirement, it proved difficult to achieve in practice in the early days of NEXRAD (Ice, 2005). In fact, upon the
initial deployment of the network in the early 1990’s, the government did not have a practical method for calibrating
the hardware.
The Engineering Branch of the ROC developed a comprehensive method for reflectivity calibration, but problems
remained until a network monitoring capability was established. This capability was based on a software tool that
compared the reflectivities from adjacent radars with the objective of identifying specific radars that required
attention when their estimates on common volumes of precipitation were in disagreement with their neighbors
(Gourley, 2003). Reflectivity calibration accuracy and stability was not consistently achieved until this monitoring
capability was in place and several issues with antenna gain measurement were resolved (Ice, 2005).
With the polarimetric capability, a new Quantitative Precipitation Estimation (QPE) algorithm is being deployed
(Berkowitz, 2013). This algorithm relies on the new polarimetric variables in order to provide precipitation
estimates with less error than the legacy algorithm which used reflectivity alone. The QPE method consists of three
parts: (1) Hydrometeor Classification Algorithm (HCA), (2) Melting Layer Detection Algorithm (MLDA), and (3)
the QPE algorithm itself. The outputs of the HCA and MLDA are critical inputs to the QPE. All three use
reflectivity, differential reflectivity, cross correlation coefficient, and specific differential phase as inputs.
In order for the QPE, or for any rain rate estimator using differential reflectivity, to perform substantially better
than the legacy estimator, the differential reflectivity must be estimated to within an error limit of 0.1 to 0.2 dB
(Zrnić, 2010; Ryzhkov; 2005, Brunkow; 2000; Bringi, 1983). It is interesting to note that a range of 0.1 to 0.3 dB
was considered achievable with sufficient numbers of samples processed (Bringi, 1983). For light to moderate rain,
the 0.1 dB accuracy must be achieved to maintain rain rate error estimates at around 10%. For heavier rain, the
accuracy can be relaxed to 0.2 dB. If the error in calibration is greater than about 0.3 dB, then the polarimetric
precipitation estimators do not perform substantially better than non-polarimetric algorithms.
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The primary source of error in the ZDR estimate is the uncertainty in the measurement of the system bias, or the
contribution to the overall power ratio coming from the radar hardware. The accurate measurement of this value,
the system bias, has been the focus of much attention over the past ten years (Zrnić, 2006).
Various methods for determining the system bias have been studied and used in the research community. The
common practice is to obtain careful measurements of the differences between the two polarization channels (H and
V) for the transmitter, receiver, and antenna. However, even with careful measurements using well calibrated
instruments, the overall uncertainty of the bias has historically been greater than the required tolerance. Most
research radars have been calibrated using a method that rotates the radar antenna through 360 degrees while
pointing it in a vertical position in the presence of light rain (Gorgucci, 1999). This calibration method takes
advantage of the azimuthal symmetry resulting from the rain drops appearing spherical from below (Bringi and
Chandra, 2001). This symmetry of the scatterers results in an expected mean value of zero for ZDR in the resolution
volume. A non-zero mean value of the ZDR estimate obtained in this manner would be equivalent to the radar
system bias.
To date the vertical pointing method has been considered the best external means of obtaining the system bias.
During the development of the prototype upgrade for NEXRAD, the KOUN radar was calibrated using careful
engineering measurements (Zrnić, 2006). The program did not develop an external method although the use of
precipitation at angles other than vertical were explored (Ryzhkov, 2005). The production WSR-88D polarimetric
upgrade was delivered with a sophisticated calibration capability based on hardware measurements combined with
solar scans (Balaji, 2012). The next section presents the baseline WSR-88D engineering calibration method.

3 The WSR-88D Baseline Method
The WSR-88D in its baseline configuration does not have the capability to point vertically, so the classic method
was not available for the production NEXRAD polarimetric upgrade without modifications to the antenna pedestal
hardware. Also, it was undesirable to take the radars offline during precipitation events in order to perform
calibration vertical pointing scans. Much of the focus of the design and development of the production hardware
focused on calibration and the contractor, Baron Services Inc., provided the necessary hardware components and
procedures for conducting what came to be known as an “engineering method”. This method is currently employed
to obtain the bias components for the transmitted signal, the receiver channels, and the antenna.
Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of the WSR-88D showing the three major subsytems relevant to ZDR
calibration (transmitter, receiver, antenna). The bias elements that contribute to the calibration problem are the
receiver channel bias (RCB), the transmitter bias (TXB), and the antenna bias, designated as sun measurement bias
(SMB). The antenna bias is designated as sun measurement bias because solar scans are used for this measurement.
Note that the three subsystems come together at a common point known as the calibration reference plane. This is
established as the dividing point for separating out the three distinct components of the overall system bias. At this
point, waveguide couplers are provided that allow insertion of test signals (for receiver bias measurements) and for
extracting samples of the signals within the waveguide (for transmitter power measurements).
The baseline hardware suite contains all of the necessary components for generating the receiver test signals and
for extracting and processing the transmitter power samples from both channels. However, the hardware
components that establish and maintain the bias measurements can introduce errors, and these must be measured.
Calibration is then the process of characterizing the built-in-test equipment by measuring the bias introduced by the
receiver test signals (test signal bias) and the transmitter power measurement hardware (power sense bias) and
obtaining the antenna bias from solar scans. These three measurements are recorded and used to establish an initial
state of calibration. Once the initial state of calibration is established, these parameters are used to maintain the
calibration state through periodic measurements.
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Figure 1: Calibration Subsystems Basic Diagram
Calibration consists of determining the values of the three elemental biases described above, and combining them.
For the WSR-88D the following equation applies:

ZDR offset = 2* SMB + RCB + TXB

(1)

SMB is included with a factor of 2 because it is the one-way measurement of antenna bias, and the antenna is a
common component of the signal transmission and reception processes.
3.1 The Calibration Reference Plane Couplers
As mentioned, the calibration process relies heavily on the use of microwave couplers for injecting receiver test
signals and for measuring the transmitter power balance. The designed insertion loss of the couplers is 30 dB,
meaning that the signals measured at the output port are 30 dB lower in power than the level existing within the
waveguide. The actual value of the loss for any particular coupler at the radar unit’s operating frequency must be
known to a high degree of accuracy. Moreover, the value depends on the direction of coupling. The so called
forward coupling factor, which is associated with power measurements, is different from the reverse coupling factor
that is part of test signal injection.
The coupling factors are measured by the hardware manufacturer, using a vector network analyzer calibrated with
the Through-Reflect-Line (TRL) method. The four parameters supplied for the power sense (forward) and signal
injection (reverse) coupling factors are: R293, H channel reverse coupling; R294, V channel reverse coupling; R295,
H channel forward coupling; and R296, V channel forward coupling. The “R” designators are the terms used in the
WSR-88D software.
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There haas been considerable debate over
o
the accuraacy with whichh the coupling ffactors can be measured.
Engineers at NCAR studiied the problem
m as part of a task that examiined the limitattions of hardwaare calibrations for
polarimetriic measuremen
nts (Hubbert, 2008, 2007b). The
T NCAR stuudy concluded that the cumullative errors off
coupling faactor measurem
ment error alon
ng with the unccertainty associiated with disconnecting test cables for the
various meeasurements wo
ould yield an overall
o
bias unccertainty for thhese engineerinng type calibrattions of at leastt 0.25
dB. ROC engineers analyzed the couplling factor dataa supplied by thhe manufactureer. Figure 2 iss a series of ploots of
the couplin
ng factors for one
o set of H and V couplers, with
w the factorrs presented ovver the radar freequency range of
2700 to 30
000 MHz. The manufacturer provided data in 5 MHz increements.

Figure 2: 30 dB Couplerr Data
The notaable feature off this data set iss the considerab
ble spread of thhe values as thhe frequency is incremented oover
the range. At
A some frequencies, the valu
ue changes by up to 0.1 dB fr
from one frequeency to the nexxt.
ower Sense Bia
as Parameterss
3.2 Obtaining the Test Signal and Po
The biasses from the tesst signal and po
ower sense fun
nctions are obtaained off-line w
when the technnicians perform
m
calibration
n. These biasess are measured during a proceess where the ttechnician crossses the connecctions to the
calibration
n reference plan
ne couplers, theen runs automaatic tests that reecord the outpuut of the H chaannel receiver ffor
both receiv
ver bias tests an
nd the transmittter power mon
nitoring. Thenn the technicianns return the cooupler connectiions to
the normall (uncrossed, orr “straight”) co
onfiguration an
nd run the tests again. Figuree 3 illustrates thhe process for tthe
test signal bias. As seen in the diagram
m and accompan
nying equationns, the differennce in the H recceiver outputs
between th
he crossed and straight config
gurations yieldss the bias betw
ween the H and V test signals that exists at thhe
input to thee receiver. Thee value for the test signal bias (designated aas R297 in the WSR-88D sofftware), is storeed for
use in the active
a
determin
nation of receiv
ver bias describ
bed below. Thhe calibration pprocess to obtaain the power seense
bias is similar. The valuee for power sen
nse bias, necessary for transm
mitter bias meaasurements, is sstored in the W
WSR88D software and is desig
gnated as R298
8.
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Figure 3: Example of Method for Obtaining Test Signal Bias (R297)
This is a theoretically simple and elegant method for obtaining the test bias numbers. However, in practice,
results of this process can be inconsistent. For this reason, the system procedures require that several measurements
be made and a consistency check is done before final results are accepted.
The polarimetric hardware is mounted on the elevation arms of the antenna pedestal assembly. The advantage of
this configuration is that the low noise amplifiers are located very near the antenna port, thus improving sensitivity.
Also, since the power divider function is on the antenna, the H and V waveguide paths to the feed assembly are
shortened, thus reducing effects of differing path lengths on overall system initial phase and perhaps allowing the
system phase to be more stable over time. The disadvantage to this configuration is that maintenance can be
difficult.
In order to perform the crossed and straight calibration process, the technicians must stand on a ladder and reach
behind some of the waveguide components. Figure 4 shows a view of the RF microwave components, or the RF
Pallet from the floor of the dome area with the ladder in place. The small inset photos of Figure 4 show the
connectors and Heliax cables that are crossed for the tests. The connectors are of a snap-on variety that were
selected to allow consistent results from multiple connections.
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Figure 4:: Test Signal C
Couplers

3.3 Receiv
ver Bias Meassurement
The receeiver bias meassurement is dem
monstrated in Figure
F
5, whichh shows a simpplification of thhe use of the teest
signal. Eq
qual power conttinuous wave (CW)
(
signals from
fr
the built-iin test equipmeent (BITE) are inserted into thhe
front end of
o the receiver channels
c
using
g the couplers at
a the calibratioon reference pllane. The desirred outcome is that
the test sig
gnals are equal in power and thus
t
any non-zero ratio of pow
wers obtained at the signal prrocessor wouldd be
the result of
o the bias, or imbalance, betw
ween the H and
d V receiver. IIn reality, the ppowers in the tw
wo test signalss are
not exactly
y equal, and thee total path losses from the BITE equipmennt to the inputs to the receiverrs are not equall.
These diffeerences, or the test signal bias, is the elemen
ntal bias measuured in the off line process deescribed in Secction
3.2. The teest signal bias is indicated by the red arrow in
i Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Receiver Bias Meeasurement
The test signal bias parrameter (design
nated R297 in the WSR-88D
D software) is tthen used, alonng with the
appropriatee coupler lossees, to compute the
t receiver ch
hannel bias perr the following equation:

RCB = (Hpo
ow – Vpow) – R297 – (R2293 – R294)

(2)

where Hpo
ow and Vpow are
a the signal powers
p
as meassured by the diigital receiver. Also note that the 30 dB couupler
reverse lossses for both H and V channels are included
d (R293 and R2294).
M
Bias
B
3.4 Sun Measurement
The anteenna bias is obtained from a relatively
r
straig
ghtforward scaan of the sun, relying on the aassumption thaat the
sun is un-p
polarized (Figu
ure 6). This “su
un bias” obtain
ned from the sccan is the ratio of noise powers between thee two
channels where
w
the signaal source is the noise power of the sun itselff. However, thhe actual bias coontribution froom the
antenna co
omponent can only
o
be inferred
d from the resu
ults of the solarr scan because the ratio of thee noise powerss
obtained att the signal pro
ocessor includees not only the bias from the aantenna, but coontains the biass from the receeiver,
and this mu
ust be removed
d. In the calibrration process, the result of ssubtracting the receiver bias ffrom the sun bias
measuremeent is called “reeflector bias”. Obviously, an
n error in meassuring the receiiver bias createes an error in thhe
reflector biias.
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Fig
gure 6: Solar Scan
S
Concept D
Demonstrationn
The sun measurement bias is computted using the fo
ollowing equattion:

SMB
S
= (Hsun
n – Vsun) – R
RCB

(3)

where Hsu
un and Vsun aree the noise pow
wers as measurred by the H annd V digital recceiver channels at the time off the
solar scan. Also note thaat SMB is depeendent on the value
v
of RCB aat the time of thhe solar scan. S
So a receiver bbias
measuremeent is always done
d
in conjuncction with a sollar scan.
The metthod of scannin
ng the solar dissk is important in order to obttain good resullts. The baselinne system delivered
by the duall polarization contractors
c
wass a modificatio
on of the legacyy WSR-88D m
method. The leggacy method
consists off two operation
ns, or sub-tests. Subtest 1 scaans the antennaa main beam 3 degrees about the expected
location off the sun in azim
muth and elevaation while thee sun passes thrrough the antennna main lobe due to the mottion of
the earth. Once the noisee powers of thee solar signal have
h
been colleected, the softw
ware creates a pplot of power aas a
function off angle, both in
n azimuth and elevation,
e
wherre the angles aare those reportted by the pedeestal control
electronicss. The softwaree then fits a paarabolic curve to
t the power daata, finds the ppeak, and comppares that peak to the
elevation and
a azimuth off the expected position
p
of the sun at the assoociated time, baased on a preciise astronomicaal
model. Th
he difference in
n the position of
o the measured
d peak and the expected posittion of the sun is the error in
antenna po
ositioning due to
t misalignmen
nt of the antenn
na and the conttrol electronicss. These differrence correctioon
factors are presented to th
he radar operattor or techniciaan and can be uused to refine tthe accuracy off antenna
positioning
g. Figure 7 is a sample of a plot
p presented to
t the techniciaan for quality ccontrol purposees.
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Figure 7: Display
D
of Azim
muth Solar Scann Fit to Sun Nooise Power
Figure 7 shows the sun
n’s noise poweer during the sccan as a functioon of azimuth aangle, and depiicts the expecteed
parabolic curve
c
resulting from the moveement of the an
ntenna main beeam across thee solar disk. Thhe peak of the fitted
parabola caan then be com
mpared to the ex
xpected peak derived
d
from thhe astronomicaal model. The display shows the
recommended azimuth co
orrection factor as well as thee goodness of ffit for the parabbola. Techniciians are instruccted to
only accep
pt results with sufficient
s
good
dness of fit, 0.98 or better.
Sub-testt 2 is the antenn
na gain measurrement. The measured
m
noise ppower of the suun is comparedd to the expectted
noise poweer calculated frrom data supplied by a solar observatory,
o
tyypically the 10..7 cm flux from
m the Pentictonn
observatory (Free, 2007). Sub-test 3 is a new function
n supporting thhe polarimetricc upgrade. Thiis test computees the
ratio of thee H and V pow
wers at the peak
ks in order to ob
btain the antennna bias. Issues with the solaar scans, especiially
related to errors
e
in antenn
na positioning and noise conttamination duee to interference, have been a source of
significant errors in the differential
d
refleectivity processs.
M
3.5 Transsmitter Bias Measurement
In an ideeal radar, the trransmitted H an
nd V powers would
w
always bbe equal. This could be achieeved in practicee by
using a perrfect splitter to divide the tran
nsmitter signal in to equal parrts, and then byy carefully mattching the
waveguidee and circulatorr systems up to
o the antenna. In the case of tthe WSR-88D polarimetric uupgrade, a moree
complex method
m
of divid
ding the transm
mitter power is employed.
e
Thhe contractor deelivered a capaability to establlish
any ratio of
o transmitted power
p
between the H and V channels
c
througgh use of a varriable phase power divider. T
This
divider can
n continuously deliver ratios of
o H to V power under compputer control raanging from alll H to all V andd any
ratio in bettween. In norm
mal operations,, the power ratiio is set such thhat the H and V transmitter ppowers are equal.
Because th
he ratio is variaable, and since it is never possible to perfecttly match compponents, the H and V powerss must
be measureed.
The tran
nsmitter power imbalance is measured
m
in a similar
s
mannerr, using the couuplers at the caalibration refereence
plane and the
t BITE systeem. Figure 8 illlustrates the prrocess. A uniqque feature of tthe transmitter power measurrement
is that the measurement
m
device
d
is the reeceiver signal processor
p
itselff, in particular tthe H receiver channel. The V and
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H powers have
h
to be meaasured separateely due to this and
a the fact thaat there is onlyy one hardwaree delay line avaailable
in the BITE
E system. Thee sampled transsmitter signals must be delayeed because thee receivers are bblanked by thee TR
Limiter com
mponent durin
ng transmission
n. The BITE sy
ystem providess the necessaryy switching andd routing
componentts for alternativ
vely connecting
g the H and V couplers and rrouting the sam
mples to the H rreceiver.

Figu
ure 8: Transm
mitter Power Biias Measuremeent
The BIT
TE system intro
oduces an errorr into the measurement of thee ratio of the H and V samplees, and this must be
measured at
a the time of calibration.
c
Th
he power sense bias componeent is indicated by a function in Figure 7. T
The
power sensse bias is the vaalue stored in adaptation
a
dataa that was geneerated by the off-line processs described in
Section 3.2
2 (R298). It is used to correcct the power measurements
m
w
when they are m
made periodicaally during
operations.
The tran
nsmit bias (TXB
B) is computed
d in the WSR-8
88D using the ffollowing equaation:

TXB = (Hps – Vps) –R298 – (R
R295 – R296)

(4)

where Hpss and Vps are th
he horizontal and
a vertical pow
wers as measurred by the digiital receiver duuring the respecctive
power sensse operations. Again, R298 is
i the bias of th
he power sensinng equipment aand R295 and R296 are the H and
V forward coupling facto
ors.

nuous Calibra
ation Process
3.6 Contin
During operations,
o
the system ZDR is constantly meeasured and upddated using thee three calibrattion parameterss
discussed here.
h
The corrrection factor iss updated for every radar voluume scan. At tthe end of everry volume scann, the
BITE injeccts test signals into the receiv
ver channels in order to updatte the receiver bbias componennt of the overalll
system biaas. The BITE also
a measures the
t noise poweer in each channnel at the top eelevation positiion which is
corrected for
f lower elevaations using a preset
p
table. Also, the receiveer noise figure is measured using a local nooise
source caliibrated to a tracceable standard
d. Periodically
y, typically eveery eight hours, the transmitteer power balannce is
updated. The
T transmitterr power ratio iss not measured
d every volumee because the prrocess takes abbout two minuttes
and this wo
ould cause unaacceptable delaays in the volum
me update rate.. The antenna bias measurem
ment is done less
frequently,, on a monthly scale. The ZDR
h corrects the rraw differentiall reflectivity, iss updated eachh
D offset, which
volume scaan using the bias equation (1)), which is repeeated here for rreference.

ZDR offset = 2*
2 SMB + RC
CB + TXB
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The ROC can track changes in the caalibration param
meter over tim
me using a netw
work tool. Figuure 9 is a samplle of
the ZDR offfset, called “Sy
ys ZDR Calib Constant”
C
in th
his plot. The daata is for the N
North Platte, Neebraska WSR-888D
and shows how the calibrration parameteer changes oveer a period cov ering 20 days iin June and Jully, 2014.

Figure 9: Dif
ifferential Refleectivity Calibraation Parameteer Tracking
4 Observeed System Perrformance
The dev
velopment team
ms and the goveernment spent considerable
c
e ffort reviewingg, analyzing, annd testing the
hardware and
a software sy
ystems with resspect to calibraation. Howeveer, due to the chhallenging natuure of verifying the
ZDR bias ex
xternally, theree was no formaal test of the caalibration capabbility. The conntractor was reqquired to verify
fy
compliancee with the 0.1 dB
d accuracy sp
pecification by
y use of analysiis. Baron Servvices engineers conducted a
theoretical analysis which
h included som
me hardware measurements.
m
This analysis ddemonstrated tthat the deliverred
design wass capable of meeeting the requ
uirement (Baron
n Services, 20111) and the govvernment acceepted the results
(Saxion, 20
012).
Engineeers at Baron Serrvices, working
g with data obttained shortly aafter initial insstallations, anallyzed the ZDR bbias
measuremeents and conclu
uded that the sy
ystem was perfforming as dessigned (Balaji, 2012). Balaji’’s analysis showed
the system
m bias values for ten radars ob
btained every volume for 16000 trials. The reesulting histoggrams and time series
plots show
wed the stability
y of the processs was quite goo
od, although thhere was a rangge of ZDR calibbration offset vaalues
between th
he sites. One siite exhibited a system bias off less than -1.3 dB, which waas greater than the average off the
other sites and could indiicate an error in
n calibration.
ROC en
ngineers and thee joint Data Qu
uality Team alsso monitored thhe hardware peerformance onn a regular basiss,
during the development as
a well as the early
e
deploymeent stages (Saxxion, 2012). Innitial results weere encouragingg,
showing veery good stabillity in the hardw
ware over timee and early inddications were tthat the test raddar calibration was
adequate, as
a well as it cou
uld be assessed
d with the emeerging external verification m
methods. Thesee methods weree
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based on observing
o
expeccted values of ZDR under certtain weather coonditions such as light precipitation. These
observation
ns were based on expected vaalues of differeential reflectiviity resulting froom many yearss of research innto Z
– ZDR relaationships for various
v
types of
o precipitation
n (Cao, 2008; B
Bringi, 1991; Illlingworth, 19889; Bringi, 19883).
Now thaat the network upgrade is com
mplete, and the ROC has imp lemented monnitoring processses, it has becoome
evident thaat the calibratio
on process is no
ot producing consistent resullts. The ROC tteam has obserrved that up to 40%
of the sitess have estimateed system bias errors of greateer than 0.2 dB (Cunningham,, 2013). This oobservation is bbased
on the use of the weatherr comparison method
m
mention
ned above as w
well as a new m
method based oon the use of thhe
daily sun spikes
s
seen eacch morning and
d evening (Hollleman, 2010; H
Huuskonen; 20007). In additioon to these metthods,
the ROC iss developing an
nother externall target method
d based on Braagg scatter (Hobban, 2014; Meelnikov, 2013a;;
2011). This latter method
d is based on th
he assumption that the Braggg scatter is alsoo polarization nneutral like the solar
radiation noise
n
power.
Error off greater than 0.2 dB, as estim
mated by these methods,
m
can aaffect the polarrimetric Quantiitative Precipittation
Estimator (QPE),
(
lowerin
ng rain rate estimate accuracy
y. For errors inn the 0.3 to 0.44 dB range, thee accuracy
approachess that of the no
on-polarimetricc estimators. However,
H
substtantial benefits are achieved iin hydrometeorr
classificatiion and identifiication of warn
ning indicators such as ZDR coolumns and debbris signatures, even for errorrs
greater thaan these.
The ROC Hotline prov
vides assistancee to sites that may
m be incorre ctly calibratedd. The Hotline provides calibration
assistance upon request when
w
the operaational commun
nity observes issues with ZDRR estimates or pprecipitation
estimator outputs.
o
The ROC
R
Hotline allso monitors peerformance of tthe sites and caan offer assistaance when unuusually
poor perforrmance is noteed.
The eng
gineering teamss also can moniitor the statisticcs of the three critical calibraation parameterrs. This data m
may
prove usefu
ful for improvin
ng technical manual procedurres and test equuipment in the field. Figure 10 is a histograam of
the reflecto
or bias (SMB, parameter
p
a31)) for the WSR--88D fleet as oof May 20, 2014. While the m
majority of the sites
reported reeflector bias vaalues of near zeero, there are many
m
that have unexpectedly large bias valuues. Errors in tthe
reflector biias can exacerb
bate problems with
w overall sy
ystem calibratioon because thiss bias is counteed twice in the
calibration
n correction equ
uations becausee it enters into both the transm
mit and receivee components of the ZDR estimate.

Figure 10:
1 Histogram
m of WSR-88D SMB across thhe WSR-88D F
Fleet (May 20, 2014)
w similar histo
ograms for the power
p
sense annd test signal bbias for the sam
me 146 sites. T
The
Figures 11 and 12 show
ROC team
m plans to contin
nue investigatiing the field peerformance andd the effects thee variance of thhese parameterrs has
on the calib
bration accuraccy.
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Figure 11: Histogram
H
of Trransmit Power Sense Bias accross the WSR-88D Fleet (Maay 20, 2014)
The ROC’s capability for monitoring
g system perforrmance includees many param
meters relevant to calibration.
Figure 13 is
i a plot of the H and V transm
mitter powers for the North P
Platte radar oveer the same perriod as the dataa in
Figure 9. It
I shows how the
t H and V po
owers, in kW as measured by the built in tesst equipment, ttrack each otheer for a
20-day perriod. Note thatt while the abso
olute powers vary,
v
indicatingg fluctuating traansmitter poweers, the ratio off the
powers of the H and V transmission sig
gnals remain co
onstant.
While th
he ROC teams are developing
g external veriffication methodds through the use of weather signals and thhe
sun, they have
h
also been implementing and testing an alternate methhod based on m
measuring the ppower returnedd from
ground clu
utter in the crosss polarization receiver chann
nels. The next section providdes a descriptioon and status off this
independen
nt method.

Figure 12:
1 Histogram
m of Test Signal Bias across thhe WSR-88D F
Fleet (May 20, 2014)
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Figure
F
13: H and V Transmiit Powers for th
he North Platte
te, NE, WSR-888D, June 18 to July 8, 2014
Likewise, the system noise
n
is measurred at the end of
o each volumee scan. Figure 14 shows the H and V channnel IF
noise poweers over the sam
me 20-day periiod. Note the diurnal
d
variatioon in the absoluute noise poweers. This is moost
likely due to temperaturee variations. While
W
the system
m exhibits dailyy variations, thhe relation betw
ween the H andd V
noise is rellatively constan
nt. There are a couple of excceptions in thiss data set. Earlly in the periodd it appears that the
vertical noise power is ab
bout 0.1 dB greeater than the horizontal
h
pow
wer for a short pperiod.

Figure 14:: IF Channel Noise
N
Measureements (H and V) for the Norrth Platte, NE, WSR-88D, Junne 18 to July 8,, 2014
For the resst of the time, th
he horizontal power
p
appears to be slightly llarger, but by a much smallerr amount. Alsoo,
there is a laarge departure from the mean
n power valuess sometime aroound June 28, w
which was likely caused by
external in
nterference.
5 Cross Polarization
P
Po
ower
NCAR developed
d
an external
e
calibraation method fo
or use on the S -Pol radar thatt utilizes grounnd clutter and solar
scans. Thee unique featurre of this metho
od is that the grround clutter sscans are basedd on the cross ppolarization scaatter
componentts, or the off-diiagonal terms of
o the radar scaattering matrixx. This methodd takes advantaage of the radarr
reciprocity
y principle that states that the cross polarizattion powers retturned from eitther precipitatiion or clutter taargets
(i.e. transm
mit H, receive V – transmit V, receive H) are equal assumiing that the tran
ansmitted poweers are equal
(Hubbert, 2003).
2
This is based on the well
w understood
d principle of rreciprocity (Trragl, 1990). Seee Figure 15 for a
simple dem
monstration of the concept baased on use of ground
g
clutter for the targets..
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Along with
w the clutter (or precipitatio
on) cross polarrization power scans, this metthod requires a solar scan. B
By
combining
g the power ratiios and the solaar scan outputss, the system biias can be obtaained as shownn in the equatioon
below adap
pted from Hubbert, 2003.

(5)

In this equation, “Sun” iss the mean ratio
o of the V chan
nnel to the H chhannel noise ppowers observeed during a scann of
the solar diisk.

Fig
gure 15: Crosss Polar Power Demonstration
See Figu
ure 16 for the terms
t
needed to
o describe a sim
mple proof of tthe cross polarrization methodd. In Figure 133, all
the relevan
nt terms for com
mparing the inttrinsic (or true)) value for ZDRR to the measurred ZDR are inddicated. These
include all the hardware gains
g
and lossees and transmittter powers. Thhis figure show
ws the origin of key parameteers in
the measurred ZDR and thee cross polar po
owers of the eq
quation above.
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Figure 16: Cross Polar Power Relevant Terminology
Figure 17 is the algebraic demonstration of how the sun ratio and the cross polar power ratios combine to form the
system bias. The “key to success” for this proof is that the sun ratio is defined as vertical noise to horizontal noise
power, the inverse of convention. This key element results in the cancellation of almost all of the terms in the
Zdrtrue equation. The sun noise power ratios are assumed to be unity (the sun does not exhibit a polarization
preference at microwave frequencies), and the cross polarization clutter power ratio is assumed to equal one via
reciprocity.
The validity of the cross polarization power method has been extensively verified on the S-Pol radar (Hubbert,
2007a, 2011). NCAR first developed and verified the method using precipitation while operating the S-Pol radar in
the so called “fast alternating” mode which uses a high speed rotary waveguide switch to alternately transmit the H
and V pulses. This allowed the cross polar power pairs (CPXV/CPXH) to be obtained close together in time sequence.
The NCAR team conducted vertical pointing calibrations in conjunction with the cross polarization power
measurements and verified that the accuracies of the two methods are equivalent.
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Figure 17: Algebraic Development of Cross Polar Power Concept
For application to the WSR-88D, NCAR modified the original cross polarization methods and collected data in
what came to be called the “PPI Mode” for its similarity to the plan-position indicator type of scanning. This
approach used alternating 360 degree scans, first one polarization, say H, followed by another scan using the
alternate (or V) polarization. This meant that the H and V cross pol returns were not obtained as close in time as in
the fast alternating mode. However, NCAR found that on the S-pol radar, the times were still sufficiently close to
conclude that cross pol could yield the system Zdr bias values equivalent to the vertical pointing method.
Based on NCAR’s results on S-pol, the ROC began implementation of the cross polarization power method on the
WSR-88D. For evaluation purposes ROC software engineers modified the sun scan utility to generate the NCAR
designed box scans and added utility code to control the radar in order to collect the sequential single polarization
clutter powers. The following section describes the results from collecting cross polarization data on the test bed
radars in Norman, Oklahoma (KCRI and KOUN).
In the course of implementing and testing the WSR-88D version of cross polarization power, the ROC and NCAR
teams met several significant challenges. There were issues related to the cross polarization clutter power ratios, the
solar scan derived reflector bias, and the transmitter power monitoring. The implementation issues are related to
differences in the research radar (S-Pol) and the WSR-88D (Ice, 2013). The two radars have significant differences
in antenna controls, transmitter power division, and receiver hardware. The WSR-88D antenna cannot be positioned
and monitored to the same level of accuracy as the S-Pol antenna. The control characteristics of the WSR-88D
pedestal present unique challenges for obtaining the clutter power ratios, essentially affecting the cross polar
reciprocity assumption. This yields clutter power ratios with higher variances than those obtained with S-Pol (Ice,
2013). While S-Pol features a power division functionality that allows for the cross polar tests to be conducted at the
same effective transmission power level used during operations, the WSR-88D features a variable phase power
divider. This does not allow for the cross polar power testing to be done at the same power level as operations, and
thus the ratios of the test and operational powers must be measured. This leads to complications, and increased
error, that the engineering team must overcome (Meymaris, 2013).
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7 The Lesssons
The overall performan
nce of the polarrimetric WSR-8
88D with respeect to ZDR calibbration is steaddily improving
through thee efforts underrway at the ROC. Sites that are
a having issuees with calibraation can be ideentified and asssisted
as needed through
t
use off network wide monitoring tools becoming aavailable. Thee use of the daiily sunspike annd
emerging capabilities
c
bassed on Bragg scatter as an extternal target shhow real promiise in establishhing and maintaaining
good ZDR calibration.
c
The state of calibration
n for ZDR is mo
ore mature at th
his point of depployment than reflectivity callibration was aat a
similar jun
ncture in the early days of NE
EXRAD. Given
n the challengees summarizedd here, the fact that about 60%
% of
the networrk sites are beliieved to be welll calibrated is noteworthy. T
The network raadars have beenn polarimetric ffor a
bit over on
ne year. The ROC
R
continues to work with th
he field to idenntify and correcct issues. The ROC science aand
engineering teams, suppo
orted by NCAR
R and NSSL, co
ontinue to deveelop tools for m
monitoring nettwork performaance.
Following are discussion
ns of specific fu
unctional areas where significcant lessons resulted from thee early deploym
ment
of the WSR
R-88D polarim
metric upgrade.
7.1 Solar Scanning
S
The WS
SR-88D sun scaan method for determining
d
an
ntenna pointingg can occasionaally produce errroneous resultts,
especially if the scans aree made in the presence
p
of extternal interferennce, or if the hhardware is nott in good order. The
simple metthod of scannin
ng horizontally
y and vertically
y in a line as thhe sun passes caan result in thee fitted parabolla not
representin
ng the true anteenna reference position. Figurre 18 is an exaample where innstabilities in thhe position
monitoring
g hardware, and
d the presence of external intterference, caussed poor fits off the parabola’s to the azimutth and
elevation noise
n
power daata. Were the results of this particular
p
test too be used to coorrect antenna ppositioning datta,
significant errors in both the absolute an
ntenna gain an
nd the antenna ddifferential chaannel bias wouuld result.

Figuree 18: Examplee of a Failure in
n the Antenna P
Positioning Suun Scan Analyssis
The ROC team is deveeloping refinem
ments to the sollar scan processs. As noted eaarlier, errors inn positioning off the
antenna caan lead to incorrrect values of antenna
a
bias. The
T team is coonsidering adappting the so “boox scan” wheree the
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antenna scans a relatively
y wide sector around
a
predicteed positions off the sun. Thesse scans are theen assembled innto a
two dimen
nsional image as
a in Figure 19.. Methods for conducting theese types of scaans, also calledd “scanning
windows”,, are representeed in the literatture (Muth, 201
12; Hubbert, 20011).

Fig
gure 19: Two-Dimensional Image
I
of Solar Noise Power aand Sun Bias
One way
y to deal with antenna
a
pointin
ng errors and th
he resultant efffect on the anteenna bias compponent of calibbration
is to take advantage
a
of a reliable
r
external measuremen
nt. The daily ssunrises and suunsets are excelllent sources foor
monitoring
g antenna pointting (Holleman
n, 2010). The ROC
R
technicall team has implemented toolss that search thhe
radar data records, identifying and analy
yzing the daily
y sunspikes to iinfer not only tthe pointing acccuracy, but alsso the
ZDR bias. This
T is possiblee because, as mentioned
m
earliier, the sun is uunpolarized annd therefore hass a mean ZDR oof
zero, and th
he position of the sun can be predicted with
h a high degreee of accuracy. The ROC toolls compare the
observed center
c
of the su
unspike with the expected cen
nter, and also c ompute the meean ZDR. This data is accumuulated
for long peeriods of time and
a presented to
t analysts by means
m
of two ddimensional pllots. Figure 200 presents two
examples, one for a well aligned radar and
a one for a misaligned
m
systtem. Each poinnt on the plots represent a sinngle
estimate off the radar repo
orted beam possiton relative to
o the expected sunspike centeer (center of thhe plot) and thee mean
ZDR in the sunspike, repreesented by the color.
In the pllot on the left of
o Figure 20, th
he points repressenting the possition error aree more or less ccentered on zerro.
This indicaates the mean error
e
in pointin
ng is small. Th
he correspondinng values for ZDR are also neaar zero (-0.0122 dB)
as expected
d for the differrential reflectiv
vity of the solarr noise signal. This representts a well calibrrated system. T
The
plot on thee right shows a marked skewing of the posittion errors to thhe lower half oof the plot, indiicating that when the
peak of thee solar signal iss found, the rep
ported elevatio
on position of thhe antenna is llower than the actual positionn. The
mean valuee of the ZDR estimates are stro
ongly negativee (-0.72 dB). B
Because the anttenna control ssystem “believees”
the antennaa is pointing lo
ower (by about 0.3 degrees) th
han it actually is, when the anntenna is comm
manded to poinnt at
the sun durring the bias measurement,
m
th
he beam is not centered on thhe solar disk annd is in fact poiinting too high.
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Figu
ure 20: Sunspikke Analysis of Antenna
A
Pointiing Error and Z DR Bias for Sppokane, WA (K
KOTX, left) andd
Tallahasseee, FL (KTLH, right).

It is imp
portant to ensurre that the beam
m is centered on
o the solar diskk because the aapparent anglee subtended by the SBand portion of the sun’ss emission specctrum is of the order of 30 miinutes of arc, oor 0.5 degrees, as seen in Figuure
21, and this is comparablle to the half po
ower point beaamwidth for thee WSR-88D off less than one degree. In Figgure
21, (adapteed from Kundu
u, 1960 and Keennewell, 1989
9), the noise tem
mperature for 3 GHz is relatiively flat exceppt for
peaks at ±15
± minutes of arc (subtended
d angle of 0.5 degrees).
d
Thenn the noise tem
mperature falls rrapidly,
extinguishiing just inside the ±30 minutees of arc bound
daries (one deggree subtendedd angle). Even though the maajority
of the pow
wer exists within
n 0.5 degrees, there is some power
p
beyond that limit. Thee non-linear naature of the sunn noise
temperaturre away from th
he center contrributes to the uncertainty
u
in bbias measuremeents using the ssun’s emissionns.
Measurements taken wheen the antenna main lobe is not centered on the solar disk create asymmeetrical conditioons,
resulting in
n unequal powers in the two orthogonal
o
reception paths.

Figure
F
21: Sun Noise Temperrature as a Fun
nction of Angullar Distance frrom the Centerr of the Sun
From: http
p://www.spaceeacademy.net.aau/spacelink/so
olrfi/solrfi.htm with source cittation of: Kunddu MR, Solar R
Radio
Astronomy, Wiley
W
(New Yoork), 1965
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One final note regarding solar scanning is that it is important to conduct the sun scans with the conditions within the
radar hardware established as close to operational as possible. As a specific example, the team discovered that the
results of the solar scan antenna bias testing were dependent on whether the transmitter was operating or not. This
was attributed to the temperature of the circulators, which were somewhat warmer when the transmitter was
operating. As a result, all solar scans are obtained with the transmitter operating. This does lend some complication
to the design of the solar scanning process and data collection to ensure returns from external targets do not
contaminate the result. For example, clear air conditions are best and the sun scans are restricted to elevations above
10 degrees.
7.2 Hardware Measurements
The 30 dB test couplers located at the calibration reference plane are key components that have to be carefully
characterized. As seen in equations 2 and 4, the loss factors for these couplers are components of the overall
calibration determination. Uncertainties in these measurements translate directly into errors in the ZDR bias
measurement. The contractors that supplied the RF components believe the factory measurements are accurate
within about 0.02 dB. However, examination of the plots in Figure 2 cast some doubt on this expectation. The
variation of the measured loss factors varies by much more that 0.02 dB between adjacent points as the test
equipment scanned over the frequency band in 5 MHz steps. The ROC team is investigating the uncertainty of this
process and will conduct further testing on selected couplers. This investigation will include statistical analysis as
part of an effort to reduce the variance of this data. An example of this type analysis is shown in Figure 2 where the
green line represents a quadratic curve fit to the data. This curve is more representative of the theoretical
performance of these Moreno Cross Guide couplers and is an attempt to smooth out the apparent instrumentation
noise. In another example, the red dashed lines are plots of a 7-point moving average curve.
The ROC team plans to establish a rigorous test program for these couplers. The statistical analysis results will be
compared to the new hardware tests conducted in the ROC Engineering Branch laboratory. The goal is to establish
the accuracy of the statistical analysis through this comparison. If that succeeds, then the loss factors for all the
fielded systems can be updated based on the statistics rather than requiring expensive and time consuming field
tests.
7.3 Noise Estimation
Accurate measurement or estimation of the noise power in both channels is critical to maintaining acceptable bias
levels in the ZDR product. In fact, accurate handling of noise contamination is central to the production of high
quality data. The community has focused significant effort on the measurement and removal of noise in
polarimetric systems (Unal, 2012). There is some indication that precise noise measurements could serve as another
indicator of receiver channel bias. The ROC team will explore this concept.
As seen in the example of Figure 14, issues with the hardware and external interference can result in noise
measurements of dubious quality. Because the channel power estimates are corrected for the assumed noise powers,
poor noise measurements can result in a bias in power ratios, or ZDR, especially for low signal to noise ratios. In the
WSR-88D baseline system, the noise is measured for both channels during the re-trace period at the end of each
volume scan, with the measurement conducted at the highest elevation angle available. This is in order to obtain an
estimate as close to “blue sky” conditions as possible. However, the noise powers are higher at lower elevations due
to external features such as ground clutter and the estimates must be adjusted for lower elevations. This is done by
means of an off-line test that scans the radar’s environment. The noise adjustment calibration itself can be corrupted
by interference and a noisy local environment, resulting in various errors in the noise power estimates.
The solution to vulnerabilities in noise measurements is to infer the noise powers from the data itself, typically in a
radial by radial basis. This has been done in the WSR-88D (Ivić, 2013). Figure 21 is an example of the H and V
channel noise powers estimated on a per-radial basis. The upper two panels in Figure 21 depict the radially
estimated noise power for both H and V channels as a function of azimuth. This is for the Tucson, Arizona, WSR88D. The variation of the noise power of more than 1 dB from the baseline measured noise is due to the radar beam
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scanning the mountains near Tucson. This demonstrates the clutter environment’s effect on noise. The bottom panel
displays the noise power difference between the channels and depicts a slight effect as the beam scans the
mountains, demonstrating some polarization dependent noise components.

Figure 21: Noise Power Estimates on a Per-Radial Basis
7.4 External Target Measurements
The ROC team developed several methods for estimating the calibration state of the network radars. This work
has been well described recently (Zittel, 2014; Hoban, 2014; Cunningham, 2013). These methods use hydrometeors
(light rain and dry snow) and Bragg scatter. By using these methods, the ROC has determined that approximately
60% of the WSR-88D sites have external target derived bias estimates of within ±0. 2dB. Figure 22 is one example
of an analysis product from the external target bias estimation process. It is a histogram of the bias estimates
derived from analyzing returns from dry aggregated snow during the month of March 2014. This method is based
on well characterized properties of dry snow (Ryzhkov, 2005, 1998). As Figure 22 shows, about 24 % of the sites
have estimated bias values of less than 0.2 dB while 15 % have estimated bias values of greater than 0.2 dB.
At this time, the ROC team has not determined if the variance in the bias estimation histograms is due to the natural
variation in the external target characteristics or due to some other related phenomena such as contamination by
other types of scattering targets. The variance could also be showing the uncertainty of the engineering calibration
measurements. If the histogram were viewed as following a Gaussian distribution, then the variance seems to be
between 0.2 and 0.3 dB. As a reminder, the NCAR studies concluded that engineering type calibrations were
expected to exhibit an uncertainty of about 0.25 dB, and the network performance seems to fit that expectation. The
observed results are likely due to a combination of the uncertainty of the external methods and the uncertainty of the
engineering calibrations.
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7.5 Cross Polar Power
Cross po
olar power con
ntinues to be a potentially
p
attaainable true extternal calibration technique thhat could rivall the
vertical pointing method.. This will be the
t case if the ROC
R
and NCA
AR teams can ssurmount the cchallenges pressented
by the WSR-88D design.. The serious challenges
c
to date
d derive from
m major differeences in the haardware design of the
S-Pol radarr, where the crross pol method
d was developeed, and the WS
SR-88D. The m
major differencces are in the
pedestal co
ontrol and transsmit power div
vision. Some other
o
differencees which couldd account for thhe performancee
challenge are
a the antennaa design and th
he location of th
he low noise am
mplifiers.
The S-Pol radar features a robustly designed
d
antenn
na that is not ennclosed in a raadome and is m
much more
mechanicaally rigid than the
t WSR-88D antenna.
a
The radome
r
itself m
may be contribuuting to the obbserved perform
mance
issues. Meembers of the meteorological
m
l radar commun
nity have invesstigated the efffects of the raddome on differeential
power meaasurements (Frech, 2013, 201
11; Gorgucci, 2013).
2
The S-P
Pol low noise aamplifiers are llocated in a clim
mate
controlled shelter while the
t WSR-88D amplifiers
a
are in the RF Palleet, housed in thhe radome. Hoowever, the WS
SR88D amplifiers are provid
ded with intern
nal temperaturee compensationn. It remains too be seen if thee temperature
performancce differences are an issue. Also,
A
there are some early inddications that thhere is a slightt mismatch in
linearity beetween the H and
a V receiverss in the WSR-8
88D that could affect ZDR acccuracy (Melnikkov, 2013b).
mary and Reco
ommendationss
8.0 Summ
All of th
hese items high
hlight the challeenges of migraating research ccapabilities intto operational rradar networkss.
During thee extended reseearch phase forr polarimetric weather
w
radar sspanning the 19970’s to the 21st Century, scieentists
and engineeers focused mu
uch effort on th
he calibration problem.
p
In m
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through careful planning for all Research-to-Operations (R2O) processes. The lessons learned in this project and
other recent enhancements are being applied to future work.
It is apparent from the US NEXRAD program efforts, and from reports of others in the community, that a multifaceted, comprehensive, and centrally managed approach is needed in order to achieve the remarkably stringent
requirements for differential reflectivity calibration for operational networks. In recent years, other national network
operators and researchers have reported on their efforts to implement continuous data quality projects (Frech, 2013;
Figueras I Ventura, 2012; Gourley, 2006). These all use combinations of equipment measurements and continuous
monitoring with external targets. Technical investigators around the community should continue to consider ever
more creative ways to calibrate their radar networks, perhaps leveraging the increasing knowledge base of
microphysical parameter behavior. One example is the proposed use of observed deviations in the expected vertical
profile of differential reflectivity as a bias indictor (Bechini, 2008), again an external target method. Other types of
external targets have been proposed. The use of metal calibration spheres, either tethered (Williams, 2013) or free
floating (Pratte, 2005; Ice, 2005), has been proposed and some testing has been done. Bouncing the radar signal off
of the lunar surface has also been investigated (Melnikov, 2013b; Pratte, 2005). As it turns out, measurable returns
from the moon can be obtained with S-Band weather radars.
The lessons learned from the past ten years of investigation and testing can be summarized in a set of rules that
may be helpful for those contemplating the design and development of new polarimetric radars. The rules are:
1. Consider calibration in all aspects of requirements development and design for calibration.
2. Polarimetric weather radars should be as simple as possible, but not simpler (to paraphrase Dr. Einstein).
3. Monitor all system parameters continuously
4. Check the “Checker”…or, monitor your built-in-test equipment carefully.
5. Create an error budget, and be aware of the effect of each component on the budget.
6. Employ multiple measurements, external as well as internal.
7. Get help! Make sure to consider the community’s experiences.
8. Calibrate how you operate.
9. Treat calibration as a network problem, compare radar performances across the fleet.
10. Question everything, especially manufacturer’s data.
The ROC team continues to develop better methods of engineering calibration coupled with increased use of
external methods for evaluating the state of each network radar’s calibration. The ROC will develop four distinct
projects aimed at improving calibration. The first efforts are focusing on the test software that supports calibration.
The engineering teams are simplifying procedures and automating some tasks to reduce errors. The second project
is developing the external target monitoring methods, i.e. migrating the research capability to an operational mode.
This will allow personnel in the field as well as network managers to assess the performance of each radar in nearreal time. The third project is for engineering investigations into the hardware, and includes the goal of reducing the
uncertainty of the coupler loss measurements. Eventually the fourth project will focus on using external target
measurements to adjust the base differential reflectivity estimates.
It’s clear that attaining the goal of reducing the uncertainty of ZDR estimates to below 0.1 dB will not be solved by
any one, or by any few, methods. It requires a holistic approach, leveraging advances in engineering with novel uses
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of external targets. The ROC team plans to continue to address the issue of calibration with a number of diverse
efforts to ensure the quality of NEXRAD polarimetric data is as good as it can be.
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